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ABSTRACT

A systematic analysis has been performed by 3-D diffusion and transport methods to

calculate the measured control rod (CR) worths and subassembly wise power

distribution in Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR). Geometry corrections (rectangle to

hexagon) and diffusion to transport corrections are estimated for multiplication factors

and CR worths. Calculated CR worths by diffusion and transport theory are nearly same

and 10% above measured values. Power distribution in the core periphery is over

predicted (15%) by diffusion theory. But, this over prediction reduces to 8% by use of the

S N method.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

FBTR is now operating with 23 subassemblies and various low power and high

power experiments are being performed for the present hexagonal core including

criticality and control rod (CR) worths measurements^ ].We used Cadarache Version-2

cross section set [2,3] processed by the computer code EFFCROSS [2]. Cell

homogenised cross sections were prepared for the CR absorber portions using the code

COHINT[4] which is considered to be better than preparing simple volume weighted

cross sections. 3-D transport code TRITAC[5] used for our analysis considers

rectangular geometry. Hence a set of calculations was also performed in 3-D diffusion

method in rectangular geometry and hexagonal geometry using the codes CEMESH[6]
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and TREDFR[7] to determine the geometry corrections if there is any in estimating the

CR worths accurately. We have compared the CR worths estimated by 3-D transport

method with the experimental measurements performed mostly at low power. One

critical case where the reactor is in 959 kwt operation is also simulated in 3- D transport

calculation with the actual CR positions.

2.0 CHOICE OF CROSS-SECTIONS - 25 GROUPS AND 8 GROUPS

With our past experience, u was found that the neutron captures calculated in Ni and

Cr, were under estimated. Hence, these cross sections in Cadarache set were replaced

from JENDL set. Sb cross sections which were not available in Cadarache set were also

introduced in it from JENDL set.AII CR worth measurements were performed at low

power operation (few Kwt) and therefore the cross sections were generated at 420 K.

For critical core operating at 959 Kwt all cross sections were generated at 606 K which

was the average Na temperature.Fuel cross sections were generated at 800 K. For

preparing the homogenised cross sections, the expansion of the core and the reflector

region at 606 K was taken into account with the respective expansion coefficients.25

group cross sections were collapsed to 8 groups with the flux obtained from 25 group

R-Z calculation using the code ALCIALMI[8].The condensation error in using eight group

cross section set was estimated to be 49 pcm when compared with 25 group calculation

for all CRs in case.Eight group condensed cross sections were individually prepared for

all the cases considered for our 3-D transport calculations.

3.0 CHOICE OF GEOMETRY

3-d transport code TRITAC has the provision to handle only rectangular geometry.

Hence, the hexagonal subassemblies of FBTR are converted to equivalent squares and

arranged as in the hexagonal core. Fig. 1 shows the original hexagonal geometry core

including the Be-Sb source. 3-D diffusion calculations were performed both in

reaanguhr geometry and in hexagonal geometry using the codes CEMESH and

TREDFR to determine the geometry effect on keffs as well as CR worths. Table-I quotes

the results of CEMESH calculations and Table-ll that of TREDFR.
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We have considered the worths as AK/K2 where K2 is the Keff when all CRs are in.

The worth is measured by monitoring the time dependent change of neutron population

after the CR insertion. The measurement is representative of the reactor condition with

CR inserted. Thus it is more logical to divide by K2 than by Ki[9]. It was found that the

worth of the six rods was higher by 3% in hexagonal geometry evaluations than in

rectangular geometry evaluations.

Table-I
Results of 3-D Diffusion Calculations in Rectangular Geometry

using the Code CEMESH

SI
No.

Cases Keff Worths
AK/K2 (pern)

1. All CRs out 0.97654
2. All CR? in 0.91009

7301

Table-II
Results of 3-D Diffusion Calculations in Hexagonal Geometry

using the Code TREDFR

SI
No.

Cases Keff Worths Geometry Geometry
AK/K2 correction correction
(pem) for keff for rod

(pem) worth (pem)

1.
2 .
3.
4 .

5.

Critical core
All CRs out
All CRs in
"B" CR in
other CRs out

"B" CR out
other CRs in

0.95854
0.98318
0.91435
0.97242

0.92330

- -

7528
1107

979

- -
+ 664
+ 426
- -

- -

+ 227
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4.0 CALCULATIONAL RESULTS

The critical core operating at 959 kwt.was simulated with exact CR positions in 3-D

rectangular geometry for the transport calculation.The keff obtained is 1.6% higher than

the experimental value and would be still higher if it is corrected for the

rectangular-geometry approximations.The criticality predictions as quoted in Table II

(item-1) by 3-D diffusion theory in hexagonal geometry is 4 .1% lower than the

experimental measurement.

Table-III
Results of 3-D Transport Calculations in Rectangular Geometry

using the Code TRITAC

SI
No

1 .
2 .
3.
4 .

5.

Cases

Critical core
All CRs out
All CRs in
B CR in
others out
B CR out
others in

Keff

1.01589
1.03925
0. 97040
1.02792

0.98007

Worth
(pcm)

- -
7095
1102

996

Transport correction in
comparison with CEMESH
results (pcm)

+ 6271
+ 6031
- -

- -

4.1 CR Worths

In the experimental measurement^] to estimate the worth of one CR, the method

used was balancing one rod in terms of the others maintaining the criticality of the core

at low power. This could not be simulated in the calculations.Hence two extreme cases

were considered, (a) the worth of one CR (B)inserted alone and (b) in the presence of all

other five rods.lt was expected that the experimentally measured value would lie

between the two extreme worths estimated by us within the experimental errors.
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Fig.2 shows the R-Z view of the core with one CR fully inserted. Table II quotes a

geometry correction fo, all CR worth to be + 227 pern.From Tables I and III,it is seen that

transport correction for keff is about 6000 pem and for CR worth about 206 pem

(3%).From Table ll.it is found that calculated individual rod worths are lesser by about

10% in the presence of other rods.A comparative picture of experimental measurements

and TREDFR and TRITAC results are presented in Table IV. Comparing the shadowed

worth of B rod with measurement.we find that TREDFR worth is 8% higher while

TRITAC worth is 10% higher.

Table-IV
Comparison of Calculated Worths [3-D Diffusion (TREDFR) and

3-D Transport (TRITAC)] with Measured Worths in FBTR

Control Measured
Rod (pem)

Calculated (TREDFR)
(pem)

Calculated (TRITAC)
(pem)

Positive
Period
Method

Insertion
from all

rods Out

Withdrawal
from all
rods In

Insertion
from all

rods Out

Withdrawal
from all

rods In

905 1107 979 1102 996

4.2 Power Distribution

The operating critical core at 959 kwt power with the average temperature of 606 K

with all except one control rod withdrawn by 30.8 cm and one by 31.13 cm was

considered for our power distribution analysis. An estimation of assembly wise power

distribution was done for this expanded core at 606 K by 3-D diffusion code TREDFR in

hexagonal geometry and 3-D transport code TRITAC in rectangular geometry with

identical set of cross sections generated at this temperature.The measured ring

averaged powers are compared with calculated power by both diffusion and transport

methods. The comparison is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that diffusion
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theory over predicts the powers in the periphery. The over prediction in ring-4 is 15%

The maximum difference of ring wise power calculated by TRITAC is less than 8%.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The critical keff estimated by 3-D transport method is 1.6% higher than the

experimental value and would be still higher if corrected for hexagonal geometry. The

diffusion keff predicted for the same case is 4.1 % lower than the experimental value.The

CR worths estimated by diffusion and transport methods are about 10% above

measured values. The ring averaged power distribution estimated by 3-D transport

method is found to be closer to the experimental measurements than the diffusion theory

estimations.
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F I G . l FBTR CORE CONFIGURATION
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FIG-2 R-Z VIEW OF FBTR CORE
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FIG .3 POWER PROFILE AT 959 KWT OPERATION
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